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Veronica Biazzo 1 , Angelo Gilio 2 , Thomas Lukasiewicz 3 , and Giuseppe Sanfilippo1

Abstract. We study probabilistic logic under the viewpoint of the coherence principle of de Finetti.
In detail, we explore how probabilistic reasoning under coherence is related to model-theoretic probabilistic reasoning and to default reasoning in System . In particular, we show that the notions of
g-coherence and of g-coherent entailment can be expressed by combining notions in model-theoretic
probabilistic logic with concepts from default reasoning. Moreover, we show that probabilistic reasoning under coherence is a generalization of default reasoning in System . That is, we provide a
new probabilistic semantics for System , which neither uses infinitesimal probabilities nor atomic
bound (or big-stepped) probabilities. These results also provide new algorithms for probabilistic
reasoning under coherence and for default reasoning in System , and they give new insight into
default reasoning with conditional objects.
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Introduction

The probabilistic treatment of uncertainty plays an important role in many applications of knowledge representation and reasoning. Often, we need to reason with uncertain information under partial knowledge
and then the use of precise probabilistic assessments seems unrealistic. Moreover, the family of uncertain
quantities at hand has often no particular algebraic structure.
In such cases, a general approach is obtained by using (conditional and/or unconditional) probabilistic
constraints, based on the coherence principle of de Finetti and suitable generalizations of it [5, 8, 9, 10,
11, 20, 21, 22, 37], or on similar principles that have been adopted for lower and upper probabilities [36,
41]. Two important aspects in dealing with uncertainty are: (i) checking the consistency of a probabilistic
assessment, and (ii) the propagation of a given assessment to further uncertain quantities.
Another approach for handling probabilistic constraints is model-theoretic probabilistic logic, whose
roots go back to Boole’s book of 1854 “The Laws of Thought” [7]. There is a wide spectrum of formal
languages that have been explored in probabilistic logic, which ranges from constraints for unconditional
and conditional events [2, 15, 27, 28, 29, 32] to rich languages that specify linear inequalities over events
[14]. The main problems related to model-theoretic probabilistic logic are checking satisfiability, deciding
logical consequence, and computing tight logically entailed intervals.
Coherence-based and model-theoretic probabilistic reasoning have been explored quite independently
from each other by two different research communities. For this reason, the relationship between the two
areas has not been studied in depth so far. The current paper and our work in [6] aim at filling this gap. More
precisely, our research is essentially guided by the following two questions:




Which is the semantic relationship between probabilistic reasoning under coherence and modeltheoretic probabilistic reasoning?
Is it possible to use algorithms that have been developed for efficient reasoning in one area also in the
other area?

Interestingly, it turns out that the answers to these two questions are closely related to default reasoning
from conditional knowledge bases in System . The literature contains several different proposals for
default reasoning and extensive work on its desired properties. The core of these properties are the rationality
postulates of System proposed by Kraus, Lehmann, and Magidor [25]. It turned out that these rationality
postulates constitute a sound and complete axiom system for several classical model-theoretic entailment
relations under uncertainty measures on worlds. More precisely, they characterize classical model-theoretic
entailment under preferential structures [38, 25], infinitesimal probabilities [1, 34], possibility measures
[12], and world rankings [40, 24]. They also characterize an entailment relation based on conditional objects
[13]. A survey of all these relationships is given in [3, 16].
In this paper, we show that probabilistic reasoning under coherence is reducible to model-theoretic
probabilistic reasoning using concepts from default reasoning. Crucially, we even show that probabilistic
reasoning under coherence is a generalization of default reasoning in System . That is, we give a new
probabilistic semantics for System , which neither uses infinitesimal probabilities [1, 34] nor atomic bound
[39] (or big-stepped [4]) probabilities. This paper deals with the semantic aspects of these findings, while the
companion paper [6] focuses on its computational implications for probabilistic reasoning under coherence.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:











We define a coherence-based probabilistic logic. In particular, we define a formal language of logical
and conditional constraints, which are defined on arbitrary families of conditional events. We then
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define the concepts of generalized coherence (or simply g-coherence) and of g-coherent entailment
for this language.
We explore the relationship between coherence-based and model-theoretic probabilistic reasoning.
It turns out that the former generalizes default reasoning in System , while the latter generalizes
classical reasoning in propositional logic. Thus, the former does not have the property of inheritance
of logical knowledge, while the latter does. We also show that g-coherent entailment coincides with
logical entailment from a smaller knowledge base. Moreover, g-coherence lies between satisfiability
and strong satisfiability, while g-coherent entailment is weaker than logical entailment.







We show that g-coherence and g-coherent entailment can be reduced to the existence of satisfying
probabilistic interpretations and to logical entailment, respectively, using concepts from default reasoning. Hence, these results provide new algorithms for coherence-based probabilistic reasoning,
which are based on reductions to standard reasoning tasks in model-theoretic probabilistic logic.
We explore the relationship between probabilistic reasoning under coherence and default reasoning in
System . We show that g-coherence and g-coherent entailment are generalizations of consistency
and entailment in System , respectively. Hence, we provide a new probabilistic semantics for System
. Moreover, these results also provide a new algorithm for default reasoning in System .











We provide new insight into Dubois and Prade’s approach to default reasoning with conditional objects [13, 3]. In detail, we show that the definitions of consistency and entailment for conditional
objects are actually classical counterparts of the definitions of g-coherence and g-coherent entailment,
respectively.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the formal background of this
work. In Section 3, we explore the relationship between probabilistic reasoning under coherence and modeltheoretic probabilistic reasoning. Sections 4 and 5 focus on the relationship between probabilistic reasoning
under coherence and default reasoning in System and with conditional objects, respectively. In Section 6,
we summarize the main results and give an outlook on future research. Note that detailed proofs of all results
are given in Appendices A–C.



2 Probabilistic logic under coherence
In this section, we first introduce some technical preliminaries. We then briefly describe precise and imprecise probability assessments under coherence. We finally define our coherence-based probabilistic logic and
give an illustrating example.

2.1 Preliminaries



  
 
$!'

We first define the syntax and semantics of events. We assume a nonempty set of basic events . We use
and to denote false and true, respectively. The set of events is the closure of
under the
Boolean operators and . That is, each element of
is an event, and if and are events, then
also
and
. We use
and
to abbreviate
and
, respectively,
and adopt the usual conventions to eliminate parentheses. A logical constraint is an event of the form
.
Note that
is equivalent to
.
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A world is a truth assignment to the basic events in (that is, a mapping
which is extended to all events as usual (that is,
is true in iff and are true in , and
is true
in iff is not true in ). Denote by
the set of all worlds for . We often identify the truth values
and
with the real numbers and , respectively. A world satisfies an event , or is a model of ,
denoted
, iff
. satisfies a set of events , or is a model of , denoted
, iff is a
model of all
. An event (resp., a set of events ) is satisfiable iff a model of (resp., ) exists. An
event is a logical consequence of (resp., ), denoted
(resp.,
), iff each model of (resp.,
) is also a model of . We use
(resp.,
) to denote that
(resp.,
) does not hold.
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2.2 Probability assessments
We next define conditional events, (precise) probability assessments on conditional events, and the notion
of coherence for such probability assessments.
with events and . It can be looked at as a threeA conditional event is an expression of the form
valued logical entity, with values
, or
, or
, according to whether and are
true, or is false and is true, or is false, respectively. That is, we extend worlds to conditional events
by
iff
,
iff
, and
iff
. Note that
coincides with
. More generally,
and
coincide iff
and
.
We recall that in the framework of subjective probability, given an event , the evaluation
,
given by someone, is a numerical representation of his degree of belief on being true. Using the betting
criterion, if such individual evaluates
, then he will pay an amount of money
, where
is arbitrary, and he will get back the amount
. Then, the associated random gain is
.
Coherence requires that, for every
, it must be
, which implies
.
For a conditional event
, if the individual evaluates
, then he will pay an amount of
getting back the amount
(resp.,
) if is true (resp., false). Then, the associated random
money
gain is
. Coherence requires that, for every
, it must be
, which (again)
implies
.
We point out that the coherence-based probabilistic approach is more general than the usual one, because
to assess conditional probabilities we do not rely on unconditional probabilities. In fact, in our framework
the probability assessment
has a natural meaning in all cases, including the one in which
. In other words, the quantity
plays no role and the only relevant thing is the assumption
“ true”. Moreover, given a function on a family of conditional events , if is coherent, then satisfies
all the usual axioms of a conditional probability, while the converse is not true (for a counterexample see
[19], Example 8).
More formally, a probability assessment
on a set of conditional events consists of a set of logical
constraints , and a mapping that assigns each
a real number in
. Informally, describes logical
with
and
relationships, while represents probabilistic knowledge. For
real numbers
, let the mapping
be defined as follows. For every
:
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In detail, to bet on   GY  , one pays an amount of    {  GY   , and one gets back the amount of   , E ,
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, when
,
, and
, respectively, turns out to be true. The following noand
tion of coherence now assures that it is impossible (for both the gambler and the bookmaker) to have
uniform loss. A probability assessment
on a set of conditional events is coherent iff for every
with
and for all real numbers
, it holds
,
.
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2.3 Imprecise probability assessments
We now describe imprecise probability assessments on conditional events and the concepts of g-coherence
and g-coherent entailment for such assessments.
An imprecise probability assessment
on a set of conditional events consists of a set of logical
an interval
with
. We say
constraints and a mapping that assigns each
is g-coherent iff there exists a coherent precise probability assessment
on such that
for all
.
We recall a characterization of g-coherence due to Gilio [20]; equivalent results have been obtained by
, denote by
Coletti [8]. Given a set of logical constraints and a set of conditional events
the set of all mappings that assign each
a member of
such
that
is satisfiable, and
for some
. For such mappings
and events , we use
to abbreviate
.
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L b , and ª ¦  and ¬ ¦  are defined as follows
where   and  are defined by {S  GY  KH¤~     for all 5Q>F
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for all mdQ
and 5QSF
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F
°
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if mjG Hl'  j 


  (resp.,  ) if mjG Hl  .

We next define the notion of g-coherent entailment for imprecise probability assessments. Let _N { be
a g-coherent imprecise probability assessment on a set of conditional events | . The imprecise probability
:

:
assessment ~   on a conditional event ³ is called a g-coherent consequence of _N { iff {  ³i`Q~   for
every g-coherent precise probability assessment { on |?T³] such that {_}8`Q{S_} for all }bQ| . It is a


tight g-coherent consequence of _N {O iff  (resp., ) is the infimum (resp., supremum) of {  ³e subject to
all g-coherent precise probability assessments { on |v³] such that {$_}8`Q{S_}8 for all }bQR| . Observe
 :
: Q~ E  F is a g-coherent consequence of _N  { ,
that for }iHP´dG ) such that NWG Hµ+) , every _} ~  ¡ with 




and _} ~¶F EM¡ is the unique tight g-coherent consequence of _N { . Note that here we identify ~¶F EM with
Theorem 2.1 (Gilio [20]) An imprecise probability assessment
on a set of conditional events is gwith
, the following system of linear constraints
coherent iff for every
over the variables
, where
, is solvable:

the empty set.
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2.4 Probabilistic logic under coherence
We now define conditional constraints, probabilistic knowledge bases, and the notions of g-coherence and
g-coherent entailment for probabilistic knowledge bases. In the rest of this paper, we assume that is finite.
with real numbers
and
A conditional constraint is an expression of the form
events
. We call its antecedent and its consequent. A probabilistic knowledge base
consists of a finite set of logical constraints , and a finite set of conditional constraints such that (i)
for all
, and (ii)
for any two distinct
,
.
Every imprecise probability assessment
with finite on a finite set of conditional events
can be represented by the probabilistic knowledge base

 

OGY`·~  : Q



N
 c GY c HW
U  f GY f
,3zH¤_N  {O


 : Q ~ E  F 
¸º¹VH»_N  

y
 c GY c · ~  c :  c   f GY f ·~  f : f QR
N
|

OGY`·~  : 

¸§¹¼¶½ H _N  OGY`·~  : %GLOGYQO|  {OGY#KH¤~  : ¾M 

Conversely, every probabilistic knowledge base ¸º¹zH¤_N  can be expressed by the following imprecise

probability assessment ,Db¿`ÀjHx_N {¿`À% on |5¿`À :
{¿`À H OGY  ~  : : G GY#·~  : Q>¸§:¹j   
|n¿`À H 8OGYIGÁ Q~ E F8-'GY#·~  Qj¸º¹S
A probabilistic knowledge base ¸º¹ is said g-coherent iff ,3+¿JÀ is g-coherent. For g-coherent ¸º¹
:
:
and conditional constraints GY#·~   , we say OGY`·~   is a g-coherent consequence of ¸§¹ , denoted
:



:


consequence of ,D ¿`À . It is a tight g-coherent conse¸§¹²GÂ»OGY`·~   , iff GY ~  ¡ is a g-coherent
:
 :
quence of ¸º¹ , denoted ¸§¹WGÂ tight GY#·~   , iff OGY ~  ¡ is a tight g-coherent consequence of ,Db¿`À .

We give an example to illustrate the concept of a probabilistic knowledge base and the notions of gcoherence and of g-coherent entailment.
Example 2.2 Consider the following probabilistic knowledge base

¸§¹xH»_N   :

NÃHÄgÅgÆÈÇÉdËÊgÌ=ÍLÎKÏg ÆÈÍ 
ÃHÄÐ Ì·ÎÑMGÈÅÆÈÇÒÉ·~¶F F ÓÔeGÈÅgÆÈÇÉ·~¶F  F  ÓÔ#GÈÊgÌ=Í1ÎKÏÆÈÍ·~ E  EgÕL¾ 
In probabilistic logic under coherence, ¸º¹ may represent the logical knowledge “all penguins are birds”,

the logical default knowledge “generally, birds have legs” and “generally, birds fly”, and the probabilistic
default knowledge “generally, penguins fly with a probability of at most 0.05”. It is not difficult to see that
is g-coherent, and that some tight g-coherent consequences of
are given as follows:

¸§¹

§¸ ¹
¸º¹ÖGÂ tight Ð Ì·ÎÑMGÈÅgÆ×ÇÒÉ·~¶F  F   ¸º¹ÖGÂ tight ÓÔ5GÈÅgÆ×ÇÒÉ·~¶F  F    
º¸ ¹ÖGÂ tight Ð Ì·ÎÑMGÈÊgÌ=Í1ÎKÏÆÈÍ·~ E F ¸º¹ÖGÂ tight ÓÔ5GÈÊgÌ=Í1ÎKÏÆÈÍ·~ E gE ÕL

Here, the interval “ ~ E F ” is due to the fact that the logical property of having legs is not inherited from birds

down to penguins.

3

Relationship to model-theoretic probabilistic logic

In this section, we explore the relationship between probabilistic logic under coherence and model-theoretic
probabilistic logic. We first briefly recall the main concepts of model-theoretic probabilistic logic. We then
show how the notion of g-coherence can be reduced to the existence of satisfying probabilistic interpretations
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in model-theoretic probabilistic logic. Moreover, we show that g-coherent entailment can be reduced to
logical entailment in model-theoretic probabilistic logic. We finally describe the rough relationship between
g-coherence and satisfiability (resp., strong satisfiability), and between g-coherent entailment and logical
entailment.

3.1 Model-theoretic probabilistic logic
We now briefly recall the main concepts of model-theoretic probabilistic logic. In particular, we define
probabilistic interpretations and the semantics of events, logical constraints, and conditional constraints
under probabilistic interpretations. We then define the notions of satisfiability and logical entailment.
is a probability function on
(that is, a mapping
A probabilistic interpretation
such that all
with
sum up to 1). The probability of an event in the probabilistic interpretation
, denoted
, is defined as the sum of all
such that
and
. For events and
with
, we use
to abbreviate
. The truth of logical and conditional
constraints in a probabilistic interpretation , denoted
, is defined by:

Ø$Ù

AB

Ø$Ù_,
,QACB
ØÙK >`KÜ+Ø$Ù5#
Ø$Ù
ØÙjG H²Ý

ØÙ'-hA B Ú
. ~ E  F 



Ø Ù_, ,Q$ACB
ØÙ
ØÙ#
,G HI
ØÙK``ÛvE
Ø$ÙOGY`
Ý
 Ø$Ù>G H²!" iff Ø$Ù j#HµØÙK# .
 Ø$Ù>G H/GY#·~  :  iff Ø$Ù#HÞE or ØÙKGY#Qq~  :  .
We say Ø$Ù satisfies a logical or conditional constraint Ý , or ØÙ is a model of Ý , iff ØÙ$G HPÝ . We say ØÙ
satisfies a set of logical and conditional constraints ß , or Ø$Ù is a model of ß , denoted ØÙ&G H²ß , iff Ø$Ù is a
model of all Ý¤Qß . We say ß is satisfiable iff a model of ß exists. We say ß is strongly satisfiable iff a
:
model ØÙ of ß exists such that ØÙK#`ÛkE for all OGY`·~  Qß .
:
We next define the notion of logical entailment. A conditional constraint ÝËHàGY#·~   is a logical
consequence of a set of logical and conditional constraints ß , denoted ßXG HPÝ , iff each model of ß is

also a model of Ý . It is a tight logical consequence of ß , denoted ß G H tight Ý , iff  (resp., ) is the
infimum (resp., supremum) of ØÙKGY# subject to all models ØÙ of ß with ØÙK#`Û E . Note that we define
gHxF and  HPE , when ß£G H»bGYR·~ E  EM . A probabilistic knowledge base ¸º¹VH¤_N   is satisfiable (resp.,
:
strongly satisfiable) iff N? is satisfiable (resp., strongly satisfiable). A conditional constraint OGY`·~  
:


:


is a logical consequence of ¸§¹ , denoted ¸§¹²G H»OGY#·~   , iff N&SÖG H»OGY`·~   . It is a tight logical
:
:
consequence of ¸º¹ , denoted ¸§¹«G H tight OGY#·~   , iff N?SáG H tight GY#·~   .

Example 3.1 Consider again the probabilistic knowledge base ¸§¹VH»_N  of Example 2.2. In modeltheoretic probabilistic logic, ¸º¹ may represent the logical knowledge “all penguins are birds”, “all birds
have legs”, and “all birds fly” (that is, in model-theoretic probabilistic logic, a logical constraint  " has

the same meaning as the conditional constraint GY#·~¶F F ), and the probabilistic knowledge “penguins fly
with a probability of at most 0.05”. It is easy to see that ¸º¹ is satisfiable, but not strongly satisfiable. Some
tight logical consequences of ¸º¹ are given as follows:
¸º¹«G H tight Ð Ì·ÎÑMGÈÅÆÈÇÒÉ·~¶F  F   ¸º¹«G H tight ÓÔJGÈÅgÆÈÇÉ·~¶F  F   
¸º¹«G H tight Ð Ì·ÎÑMGÈÊgÌ=ÍLÎKÏgÆ×Í=·~¶F EM ¸§¹«G H tight ÓÔ5GÈÊgÌ=Í1ÎKÏÆÈÍ=·~¶F EM

Here, we have the empty set “ ~¶F EM ” in the last two conditional constraints, as the logical property of being
able to fly is inherited from birds down to penguins, and is then incompatible there with “penguins fly with
a probability of at most 0.05”.

8
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3.2 G-coherence in model-theoretic probabilistic logic

º¸ ¹xH»_N  
Ø$Ù#`ÛvE
N?

The following theorem shows how g-coherence can be expressed through the existence of satisfying probabilistic interpretations. This result follows from Theorem 2.1. Roughly, it says that
is gcoherent iff every nonempty
has a model
such that
and that
for at least
one
. Hence, if
is g-coherent, then
is also satisfiable, that is,
has a model,
or equivalently every nonempty
has a model
such that
.

Oâ= 
Ø$Ù
ØÙG HPN
¸º¹
¸º¹
RâM 
ØÙ
ØÙG HPN

Theorem 3.2 Let ¸§¹VH»_N  be a probabilistic knowledge base. Then, ¸º¹ is g-coherent iff for every
: 1   GY  ·~   :  ¾%  , there exists a model ØÙ of N?S  such that
nonempty   HV c GY c ·~  c c 
ØÙKec`  j5`ÛvE .
The next theorem shows that g-coherence has a characterization similar to the one of ã -consistency in
GY#·~  : Q â

default reasoning by Goldszmidt and Pearl [23]. It follows from Theorem 3.2. To formulate this result,
we adopt the following terminology from default reasoning from conditional knowledge bases [16, 3]. A
probabilistic interpretation
verifies a conditional constraint
iff
and
.
A set of conditional constraints tolerates a conditional constraint under a set of logical constraints iff
there exists a model of
that verifies . We say is under in conflict with iff no model of
verifies .

Ý

Ø Ù

?N S

Ý

GY#·~  :  Ø$Ù#Û§E
Ý
N
Ý



ØÙG H»OGY`·~  : 
N
N?S

¸§¹VH»_N   is g-coherent iff there exists an ordered partition






L


_]ä ]å 
å
å
(a) every   , EKy$¢yæ , is the set of all ÝjQç è`  è tolerated under N by ç è`  è , or
å
(b) for every  , EKy$¡yæ , each ÝjQC  is tolerated under N by ç è¢`  è .

Theorem 3.3 A probabilistic knowledge base
of such that either

In a companion paper [6], we use Theorem 3.3 to give a new algorithm for deciding g-coherence, which
is essentially a reformulation of a previous algorithm by Gilio [20] using terminology from default reasoning,
and which is closely related to an algorithm for checking -consistency by Goldszmidt and Pearl [23].1

ã

3.3 G-coherent entailment in model-theoretic probabilistic logic
We now show that g-coherent entailment can be reduced to logical entailment. We first give some preparative
definitions.
For probabilistic knowledge bases
and events such that
, let
denote the
set of all subsets
,
of such that every model
of
with
satisfies
. For
and with
, let
.
The following theorem shows that the tight interval entailed under g-coherence can be expressed as the
intersection of some logically entailed tight intervals. It says that
is a tight g-coherent consequence of
iff
is the intersection of all
such that
for some
tight
. This follows from Theorem 3.2, which implies that the tight interval
entailed under
such that (resp., ) is the infimum (resp., supremum) of subg-coherence is the intersection of all
ject to
and
for some
,
.

¸º¹V H»_N   :
:


]Hêdc=GYic¢·~ ¾c c  beGY5·~ Ò g¾
ØÙKeci  5§)'ÛêE
ØÙK¾)b`ÛkE
¸§¹xHx_N

)
  

NlGUHµ)
)
NWG Hl)
´dG )b·~  : 
NP  â G H

§¸ ¹xH»_N   ~  : 
~ } ì 
 â QO é ¸º¹S
ì
~ }  ì 
}

Ø$Ùa:G H« N&SC$´dG )b·~ ª ª ¾ $Ø Ùich   V
 nSP)'`ÛvE
'iGY5·~ Ò g¾%k

'éi¸§¹S
ØÙ N?S]
]éi¸º¹S+HXLë

´d:G )b·~ } ì 
~ 
ª
:


]Hzdc=GYic·~ ¾c c: 

1
Note that the relationship between the algorithms in [20] and [23] was suggested first by Didier Dubois (personal communication).
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¸º¹xH»_N  : be a g-coherent probabilistic knowledge base, and let ´G )
¸§¹WGÂ ´dG )b·~   , where
~  : #Hµí«~ } ì +G=NP? â G H tight ´dG )b·~ } ì  for some  â QR'éi¸§¹¡ 

Theorem 3.4 Let
event. Then,
tight

be a conditional

Clearly, this reduction of g-coherent entailment to logical entailment is computationally expensive, as we
. In the following, we show
have to compute a tight logically entailed interval for each member of
that we can restrict our attention to the unique greatest element in
with respect to set inclusion.
The following lemma shows that
contains indeed such a unique greatest element. This result can
be proved by showing that
is nonempty and closed under set union.

]ée¸º¹S
'ée¸§¹S

' é#¸º¹S
'éi¸º¹

Lemma 3.5 Let ¸º¹VH»_N  be a g-coherent probabilistic knowledge base, and let ) be an event. Then,
 é ¸§¹ contains a unique greatest element.
:
The next theorem shows the crucial result that g-coherent entailment of ´dG )b·~   from ¸º¹ can be
:
reduced to logical entailment of ´dG )'·~   from the greatest element in 'éi¸§¹ . It follows from Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 3.5, using the monotonicity of logical consequence (which says that, if ßÄG H(Ý and
ß(xß>â , then ßSâCG H²Ý ).

:
Theorem 3.6 Let ¸§¹xHx_N  be a g-coherent probabilistic knowledge base, and let ÝVH¤´dG )'·~   be a

conditional constraint. Let ¸§¹  H»_N º= , where º is the greatest element in ]éi¸º¹ . Then,
(a) ¸º¹²GÂPÝ iff ¸º¹  G HÞÝ .
(b) ¸º¹²GÂ tight Ý iff ¸º¹  G H tight Ý .

Thus, computing tight g-coherent consequences can be reduced to computing tight logical consequences
from the greatest element
in
. The following theorem shows how
can be characterized and
thus computed. It specifies some
by two conditions (i) and (ii). It can then be shown that (i) implies that
every member of
is a subset of , and that (ii) implies that
belongs to
. In summary,
is the greatest element in
.
this proves that the specified

º

'éi¸º¹

 é ¸º¹S
 



º

º

]éi¸º¹S

 
'éi¸§¹

Theorem 3.7 Let ¸§¹VH»_N  be a g-coherent probabilistic knowledge base, and let ) be an event. Let






1


ºh! , and let _'ä 'å= be an ordered partition of îMº such that the following two conditions (i)

and (ii) hold:

  , E$y 5 yvæ , is the set of all elements in    S]å+ 
") by     S'åbS .
(ii) No member of º is tolerated under NPv ï) by  .
Then,  is the greatest element in  é ¸º¹ .
(i) Every

that are tolerated under

Nê

Hence, by Theorems 3.6 and 3.7, the tight interval under g-coherent entailment can be computed by first
computing
by a g-coherence check, and then computing the tight interval under logical entailment from
. This new algorithm for computing tight g-coherent consequences has been formulated in a companion
paper [6].
Semantically, Theorems 3.6 and 3.7 draw a precise picture of the relationship between g-coherent entailment and logical entailment. They show that g-coherent entailment coincides with logical entailment from

º

 

10
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a smaller probabilistic knowledge base. That is, under g-coherent entailment, we simply cut away a part of
the knowledge base. Roughly speaking, we remove every conditional constraint
such that
is “larger” than . Intuitively, g-coherent entailment does not have the property of inheritance, neither for
logical knowledge nor for probabilistic knowledge, while logical entailment shows inheritance of logical
knowledge, but not of probabilistic knowledge. The following example illustrates this difference.

)



Example 3.8 Consider the following probabilistic knowledge base:

¸§¹ÄHðDgÅÆÈÇÒÉËÊgÌ=Í1ÎKÏÆÈÍg  Ð Ì·ÎÑ=GÈÅÆÈÇÒÉ·~¶F  F  ñÆ×Í1ÎÑgGÈÅgÆÈÇÉ·~ óò Õ  F¾M 

¸º¹ is g-coherent and strongly satisfiable. Notice then that by Theorem 3.6 the conditional
 OGÈÊgÌ=Í1ÎKÏgÆ×Í·~  :   is a tight g-coherent consequence of ¸º¹ iff it is a tight logical consequence of
¸§¹  H»DgÅgÆ×ÇÒÉ$ËÊgÌ=Í1ÎKÏÆÈÍg ëg . By this characterization, the following tight g-coherent consequences of ¸º¹

Observe that
constraint

are immediate:

¸º¹ÖGÂ

tight

Ð Ì·ÎÑMGÈÊgÌ=Í1ÎKÏÆÈÍ·~ E  F

and

¸º¹²GÂ

tight

Moreover, we have the following tight logical consequences of

¸§¹*G H

tight

Ð Ì·ÎÑMGÈÊgÌ=Í1ÎKÏÆÈÍ·~¶F  F

and

¸º¹*G H

¸§¹

tight

ñÆ×Í1ÎÑMGÈÊgÌ=ÍLÎKÏgÆÈÍ·~ E  F 
:

ñ§ÆÈÍ1ÎÑLGÈÊgÌ=ÍLÎKÏgÆ×Í·~ E  F 

In summary, under g-coherent entailment, neither the logical property of having legs nor the probabilistic
one of having wings is inherited from birds to penguins. Under logical entailment, the logical property is
inherited, while the probabilistic one is not.

3.4 Coherence-based versus model-theoretic probabilistic logic
We now describe the rough relationship between g-coherence and satisfiability (resp., strong satisfiability),
and between g-coherent entailment and logical entailment. The following theorem shows that g-coherence
implies satisfiability, and that strong satisfiability implies g-coherence. That is, g-coherence lies between
satisfiability and strong satisfiability. These results are immediate by Theorem 3.2.
Theorem 3.9 (a) Every g-coherent probabilistic knowledge base
(b) Every strongly satisfiable probabilistic knowledge base

¸§¹

¸º¹

is satisfiable.

is g-coherent.

The following example shows that the converse statements generally do not hold. That is, strong satisfiability is strictly stronger than g-coherence, and g-coherence itself is strictly stronger than satisfiability.

¸§¹ôHÄ¾ë  ÓÔ5GÈÅgÆÈÇÉ·~ óò F , 'ÓÔ5GÈÅgÆ×ÇÒÉ·~ óõ F¾M


(b) The probabilistic knowledge base ¸§¹áH*DgÅgÆÈÇÉËÊgÌ=ÍLÎKÏgÆ×Íg , ÓÔnGÈÅÆÈÇÒÉ·~¶F F , 'ÓÔnGÈÊgÌ=ÍLÎKÏgÆ×Í=·~¶F F¾M

Example 3.10 (a) The probabilistic knowledge base
satisfiable, but not g-coherent.

is
is

g-coherent, but not strongly satisfiable.

The following theorem shows that logical entailment is stronger than g-coherent entailment. That is,
g-coherent consequence implies logical consequence (or there are more conditional constraints logically
entailed than entailed under g-coherence) and the tight intervals that are entailed under logical entailment
are subintervals of those entailed under g-coherent entailment. This result is immediate by Theorem 3.6.
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§
¸
ö
¹
ô
H
_

N
´dG )b·~ m  8
:
:
(a) ¸º¹²GÂ»´dG )b·~   implies ¸º¹«G H/´dG )'·~   .
´dG )b·~  :  and ¸§¹«G H tight ´G )'·~ m  
(b) ¸º¹²GÂ

be a g-coherent probabilistic knowledge base, and let
Theorem 3.11 Let
be two conditional constraints. Then,

tight

implies

´dG )b·~  : 

and

~  : ]÷l~ m   .

~¶F  EM

The next example shows that logical entailment is in fact strictly stronger than g-coherent entailment
with the empty set).
(recall that we identify
Example 3.12 Consider the following probabilistic knowledge bases

¸º¹Sc

and

¸§¹f :

¸§¹>c+H£¾ë  ÓÔJGÈÅgÆ×ÇÒÉ·~¶F  F  øºùÅgÆÈÐ ÌnG ÓÔ·~¶F  F¾ M  
¸§¹ f H£¾ë ÓÔJGÈÅgÆ×ÇÒÉ·~¶F F ÅÆÈÇÒÉCGÈÊgÌ=ÍLÎKÏgÆÈÍ·~¶F F 'ÓÔ#GÈÊgÌ=Í1ÎKÏÆÈÍ·~¶F  F¾M 
It is not difficult to see that ¸§¹jc and ¸§¹f are both g-coherent and satisfiable. Some tight g-coherent (resp.,
logical) consequences of ¸º¹jc and ¸§¹f are given by:
¸º¹jc]GÂ tight ø§ùÅÆÈÐ ÌGÈÅÆÈÇÒÉ·~ E   F and ¸§¹f%GÂ tight 'ÓÔ5GÈÊgÌ=Í1ÎKÏgÆ×Í=·~¶F  F   
¸º¹ c G H tight ø§ùÅÆÈÐ ÌGÈÅgÆ×ÇÒÉ·~¶F F and ¸º¹ f G H tight 'ÓÔnGÈÊgÌ=ÍLÎKÏgÆ×Í=·~¶F EM
4 Relationship to default reasoning in System ú
In this section, we explore the relationship between probabilistic reasoning under coherence and default reasoning in System . We show that consistency and entailment in System are special cases of g-coherence
and g-coherent entailment, respectively. That is, probabilistic logic under coherence gives a new probabilistic semantics for System , which is neither based on infinitesimal probabilities [1, 34] nor on atomic bound
[39] (or also big-stepped [4]) probabilities.







4.1 Default reasoning in System

û


We briefly recall the notions of consistency and entailment in System [25], which we define in terms of
world rankings (cf. especially [18, 17] for the equivalence between entailment in System and entailment
under world rankings).
and conditional
We first define conditional knowledge bases, which consist of logical constraints
rules (or defaults)
, which informally read as “generally, if then ”. More formally, a conditional
rule (or default) is an expression of the form
, where and are events. A conditional knowledge
base
consists of a finite set of logical constraints and a finite set of defaults .
A world satisfies a default
, or is a model of
, denoted
, iff
.
verifies
iff
. falsifies
iff
(that is,
). satisfies a set of
events and defaults , or is a model of , denoted
, iff satisfies every member of . We say
is satisfiable iff a model of exists. An event is a logical consequence of , denoted
, iff every
model of is also a model of . A set of defaults tolerates a default under a set of logical constraints
iff
has a model that verifies . A set of defaults is under in conflict with a default
iff all
models of
satisfy
.
A world ranking is a mapping

such that
for at least one world .

It is extended to all events as follows. If is satisfiable, then
,
;


!ü"







&"

!ü"
 


ý
ý
¸§¹xH»_N 
N
,
&ü" ,
 ü"
,IG H/!ü( ,IG H!" ,
&ü( ,qG Hïk ,
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ÿ
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ÿ
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ÿ
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ì
 ì
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ý
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]`TH

ý _N  ý 

iff
otherwise,
 . A world ranking is admissible with a conditional knowledge base
 for all
 and
, and
for all defaults
.
We are now ready to define the notions of consistency and entailment in System . A conditional
knowledge base
is -consistent iff there exists a world ranking that is admissible with
. It is inconsistent iff no such a world ranking exists. A -consistent conditional knowledge base
-entails a
default
iff either
 or

for all world rankings admissible with
.

C#H

¸§¹

&ü"

TQ N

ã
C#KH

C#

]>? C> '$

!ü(kQ

¸º¹
¸º¹²ã

ã
Cj$ ]> '

ã

¸§¹

Example 4.1 The logical knowledge “all penguins are birds” and the logical default knowledge “generally, birds have legs”, “generally, birds fly”, and “generally, penguins do not fly” can be expressed by the
following conditional knowledge base:

¸º¹ H DgÅgÆ×ÇÒÉdËÊgÌ=ÍLÎKÏgÆ×Íg  gÐ Ì·ÎÑ`üËÅgÆ×ÇÒÉ  ÓÔ%üËÅÆÈÇÒÉ  'ÓÔüËÊgÌ=ÍLÎKÏgÆ×ÍgM 
Observe that ¸§¹ is ã -consistent, and that ¸º¹ã -entails Ð Ì·ÎÑJüËÅÆÈÇÒÉ , ÓÔü ÅgÆÈÇÉ , and bÓÔü ÊgÌ=ÍLÎKÏgÆÈÍ , but
neither Ð Ì·ÎÑ`üËÊgÌ=ÍLÎKÏgÆ×Í nor Ð Ì·ÎÑJüËÊgÌ=ÍLÎKÏgÆÈÍ .
4.2 G-coherence and  -consistency

ã

We now show that g-coherence is a generalization of -consistency. Recall first the following characterization of -consistency by Goldszmidt and Pearl [23], which corresponds to the characterization of
g-coherence given in Theorem 3.3.

ã

_N  ý  is ã

-consistent iff there exists
 ý ä 1ý å ý
ý
ì å ý
å ý
(a) every  , EKy$¡yæ , is the set of all Qç è¢` è tolerated under N by ç è` è , or
ì ý
å ý
(b) for every  , EKy$¡yæ , each Q  is tolerated under N by ç è` è .
The following well-known result shows that ã -consistency is equivalent to the existence of admissible
ý  maps each ì Q ý to a nonnegative integer. It is
default rankings. A default ranking  on ¸º¹xH»_N
ý ý that is under N in conflict with some ì Q ý contains a default ì â such
admissible with ¸§¹ iff each â 
ì
ì
   .
that  â
Theorem 4.3 (Geffner [17]) A conditional knowledge base ¸§¹ is ã -consistent iff there exists a default
ranking on ¸º¹ that is admissible with ¸§¹ .

Theorem 4.2 (Goldszmidt, Pearl [23]) A conditional knowledge base
of such that either
an ordered partition

¸§¹VH»_N  

¸º¹
Oâ 
N
ÝêQO
Ý â
_Ý â  _Ý

Theorem 4.4 A probabilistic knowledge base ¸§¹VH»_N  is g-coherent iff there exists a ranking on ¸º¹
that is admissible with ¸º¹ .
The next theorem shows the important result that g-coherence is a generalization of ã -consistency. It

follows from Theorems 3.3 (b) and 4.2 (b), using the result that probabilistic toleration for GY#·~¶F F
coincides with classical toleration for !ü( .

A similar result holds for the notion of g-coherence, which follows from Theorem 3.3 (b), and which is
subsequently formulated using the following concepts. A ranking  on
maps each element of
to a nonnegative integer. It is admissible with
iff each
that is under in conflict with some
contains a conditional constraint
such that 
.
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knowledge base. Then,
¸º¹áH*_N  hcGYec·~¶F  F = biGYnK·~¶F  F¾M  be a probabilistic
¸§¹ â H_N 8dc#ü"ic 1 bü"5nM is ã -consistent.

Theorem 4.5 Let
is g-coherent iff the conditional knowledge base

¸º¹

4.3 G-coherent entailment and  -entailment

ã

We now show that g-coherent entailment is a generalization of -entailment. We recall the following result,
which is essentially due to Adams [1], who formulated it for the notions of  -consistency and  -entailment,
and the case
.

NxHÞë

ã


ý
_ N vMb´Süï)M ã

Theorem 4.6 (Adams [1]) A -consistent conditional knowledge base
iff
is -inconsistent.

´Tü )

¸º¹ H _N  ý h ã

-entails a default

The following theorem shows that a similar result holds for g-coherent consequence. It is an immediate
implication of the definition of g-coherent entailment.

:
probabilistic knowledge base, and let ´dG )b·~   be a con¸§¹VH»_N   be a g-coherent
¸º¹?GÂ>´dG )b·~  Y  iff _N  ´dG )b·~ ª  ª ¾M is not g-coherent for all ª Q~ E  · C F .

Theorem 4.7 Let
ditional constraint. Then,

The next theorem for tight g-coherent consequence completes the picture. This result follows immediately from the proof of Theorem 3.4.

:
probabilistic knowledge base, and let ´dG )b·~   be a con¸§¹VH»_N    be a g-coherent
:


¸º¹²GÂ tight ´dG )'·~   iff


 C
(i) _N V´G )'·~ ª ª ¾M is not g-coherent for all ª Qj~ E ¾Kv F , and


:
(ii) _N V´G )'·~ ª ª ¾M is g-coherent for all ª Q~   .
The following theorem finally shows that g-coherent entailment is a generalization of ã -entailment. This

Theorem 4.8 Let
ditional constraint. Then,

result follows from Theorems 3.2 and 4.5–4.7.

§¸ ¹àH_N  dc=GYic·~¶F  F = beGY5·~¶F  F¾M be a g-coherentprobabilistic
knowledge
8


¸º¹WGÂ¤´dG )'·~¶F F iff the conditional knowledge base _N 8dc#ü"ic bü"5nMã -entails

Theorem 4.9 Let
base. Then,
.

´üï)

5 Relationship to default reasoning with conditional objects
We now relate probabilistic reasoning under coherence to default reasoning with conditional objects, which
goes back to Dubois and Prade [13, 3].
, the set of conditional events
We associate with each set of defaults
. Given a nonempty set of conditional events
, the quasi
conjunction of , denoted 
, is defined as the conditional event
. The quasi-conjunction of is defined by 
. Note that the notion of quasiconjunction goes back to Adams [1].
The notions of  -consistency and  -entailment are defined as follows. A conditional knowledge
base
is  -consistent iff for every nonempty
there exists a model of such that
. We assume the total order
. We say

!


| &HV8hcMGYic 8 biGY5n
|





ic$ z5
}


ý
¸§¹VH»_N  }
,J j| :KH 9L;M< 7

|i

ý Hz8dc`ü"ic 8 b$ü"55
|RHz8dcMGYic 8 bi GYn5
dc`"ic¢ Þb$"5KêG
ë
¾ëgKHIjG

}

ý â ý
03254687 kZ_[]\]7 9 7 ;M^ _Z [C2 9 7 19 ;=< 7

,

N
¸º¹VH»_N  ý 
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´Süï)

ý â ý

 n

,J | :?yï,J´dG )b
ã

,

iff #" some
exists such that 
for all models
co-entails a default

of .
The notions of  -consistency and  -entailment coincide with the notions of -consistency and entailment, respectively [13, 3]. We now show that our results in Sections 3 and 4 are naturally related
to default reasoning with conditional objects. First, it is easy to verify that the following counterpart of
Theorem 3.2 for -consistency formulates the above notion of  -consistency. Note that the notion of
satisfiability used in this theorem is defined as in Section 4.1.

N

}

}

ã

ã

}

ý âTMicb  k55 is
_N ý  is ã -consistent
iff Na
ý
ý â Hz8dc`ü"ic ¸º¹/ Há
, bü(nJ
.
ý  and events ) with N GUH +) , let ý éi¸º¹ be the set
For conditional knowledge bases ¸§¹VH»_N
ý






1


ý
of all â HV8hc`ü(ec
'ü"5n% such that N? ý â ¤Mic`  j5ý j)+WG H) (where the no and ) with NPG HI+) , let
tion of logical consequence “ G H ” is defined as in Section 4.1). For ¸§¹xH»_N
ý éi¸§¹SKHzLë .
ý
The following lemma shows that ée¸§¹S corresponds to 'éi¸§¹ â  from Section 3.3, where ¸§¹ â is the
probabilistic counterpart to ¸º¹ .
ý  be a conditional knowledge base, and let ) be an event. Let ¸º¹ â H_N   be
Lemma 5.2 Let ¸º¹xH»_N

ý  . Then, 8 c ü" c 1   ü"  Q ý é ¸º¹S iff  c GY c ·~¶F  F ,
defined by «H«OGY#·~¶F FG ü"Q
8 beGY5n·~¶F  F¾%Q'éi¸§¹ â  .
ý
 ,
Observe now that condition # "n above is equivalent to # " â  the existence of some â Hz8dc`ü"ic
ý
ý
ý
'ü"5n? such that Na âPMic  Tn$>)&G H/) and Nq âG H ´Sï) . Thus, the following
counterpart of Theorem 3.4 for ã -entailment formulates the above notion of }  -entailment.
ý  be a ã -consistent conditional knowledge base. Then, ¸§¹«ã -entails the
Theorem 5.3 Let ¸º¹xH»_N
ý
â G HW´Sï) for some ý â Q ý éi¸§¹S .
default ´üï) iff NT
Theorem 5.1 A conditional knowledge base
satisfiable for every nonempty

ý ié ¸§¹
ý  be a ã -consistent conditional knowledge base, and let ) be an event. Then,
Lemma 5.4 Let ¸§¹xH»_N
ý éi¸§¹S contains a unique greatest element.
The next theorem shows that ã -entailment from ¸§¹ coincides with logical entailment from the greatest
ý
ý
ý ÿ $j , we can replace condition # "n
element in é ¸§¹S . That is, denoting by  the greatest element in é _%
| '&1:y¤,`´dG )' for all models , of N , or simply by # "â â âCNT ý  G HW´Sï) .
above by # "â âC,J j
ý  be a ã -consistent conditional knowledge base, and let ´Süï) be a default.
Theorem 5.5 Let ¸º¹ H_N
ý
ý
ý  G HW´") .
Let  denote the unique greatest element in éi¸º¹S . Then, ¸º¹êã -entails ´üï) iff NP
ý
The following theorem shows how  can be characterized.
ý
ã -consistent conditional
Theorem 5.6 Let ¸º¹VH¤_N
knowledge base, and let ) be an event. Let
ý h ý , and let  ý ä 8ý åg  bebeana ordered
ý
ý
partition of î  such that the following two conditions (i)
Crucially, we can now also formulate counterparts to Lemma 3.5 and Theorems 3.6 and 3.7. The following result shows that
contains a unique greatest element.

and (ii) hold:
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ý  , E$y 5 ykæ , is the set of all elements in ý    ý å+ ý 
") by ý   ý å ý  .
ý
ý
(ii) No member of  is tolerated under NTv ")+ by  .
ý
ý
Then,  is the greatest element in ée¸º¹ .
(i) Every

that are tolerated under

Nx

Observe especially that Theorems 5.5 and 5.6 provide a new algorithm for deciding whether ¸º¹öH


ý
_N 5ã -entails ´Sü") . We first compute ý  by a ã -consistency check, and then we decide whether NS ý 
logically entails ´") .

6 Conclusion and outlook
We explored how probabilistic reasoning under coherence is related to model-theoretic probabilistic reasoning and to default reasoning in System .
As for the relationship between probabilistic logic under coherence and model-theoretic probabilistic
logic, we showed that g-coherence and g-coherent entailment can be reduced to the existence of satisfying
probabilistic interpretations and to logical entailment, respectively, using concepts from default reasoning.
We observed especially that g-coherent entailment coincides with logical entailment from a smaller knowledge base, and that logical entailment has the property of inheritance of logical knowledge, while g-coherent
entailment does not. Furthermore, g-coherence is stronger than satisfiability and weaker than strong satisfiability, while g-coherent entailment is weaker than logical entailment.
The above semantic results also paved the way for a precise complexity characterization and new algorithms for the problems of deciding g-coherence and of computing tight g-coherent intervals. Note especially
that the new algorithms for deciding g-coherence and for computing tight g-coherent intervals are based on
a reduction to standard reasoning tasks in model-theoretic probabilistic logic, and thus efficient techniques
for model-theoretic probabilistic reasoning can immediately be applied for probabilistic reasoning under
coherence (for example, column generation techniques). These new results on complexity and algorithms
for probabilistic reasoning under coherence have been presented in a companion paper [6].
Note that a companion paper [30] continues this line of research on the relationship between coherencebased and model-theoretic probabilistic reasoning. In the spirit of [31], it introduces probabilistic generalizations of Pearl’s entailment in System ( [35] and Lehmann’s lexicographic entailment [26], which lie
between g-coherent entailment and logical entailment.
As for the relationship between probabilistic reasoning under coherence and default reasoning in System , we showed that g-coherence and g-coherent entailment are generalizations of consistency and entailment in System , respectively. This result gives a clear picture of the main properties of probabilistic
reasoning under coherence, and the difference to model-theoretic probabilistic reasoning, which generalizes
classical reasoning in propositional logic, and not default reasoning in System .
These results also give important new insight into default reasoning in System . First and foremost,
they show that probabilistic reasoning under coherence gives a new probabilistic semantics for System ,
which is neither based on infinitesimal probabilities [1, 34] nor on atomic bound [39] (or also big-stepped
[4]) probabilities. Note that an intuitive idea on the structure of this new probabilistic semantics for System is given by the fact that probabilistic reasoning under coherence can be defined in terms of rankings
on probabilistic interpretations [30]. Second, these results provide new insight into default reasoning with
conditional objects, by showing that the definitions of  -consistency and  -entailment are actually classical counterparts of the definitions of g-coherence and g-coherent entailment, respectively. Third, they











}

}
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provide a new algorithm for default reasoning in System , which differs from the classical one based on
Theorem 4.6.
An interesting topic of future research is to explore how other notions of coherence are related to modeltheoretic probabilistic logic and to default reasoning.

7

Appendix A: Proofs for Section 3
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5QSF b . In summary, Ø$Ù is a model of NT&] such that ØÙic'  !5`ÛkE .
¤ Conversely, let Ø$Ù be a model of N²VC with ØÙKic`  j5K`Û E . Define now the probabilistic interpretation ØÙ â by Ø$Ù â _,¤H E for all ,Q$ACB with , G UH ic`  j5 and by Ø$Ù â _,ÖH
ØÙK_,KÜ+ØÙn c   j   for allother
,Q$A B . Clearly, ØÙ â is a model:of Nº  with ØÙ â  c   O  %H




1


F . In  particular,
b , it holds ØÙ â G H   GY  ·~     , or equivalently   ØÙ â   êy
for all »QF





ØÙ â  j $y ØÙ â   , which in turn is equivalent to:
F  ØÙ â   j  . +»E  ØÙ â b  j  , +V  Ø$Ù â   IwV  
F  ØÙ â   j  . +»E  ØÙ â b  j  , +   Ø$Ù â   y   
 , define finally ¥n¦ºHXØ$Ù â mndcMGYec¢K  mnb#GY5: . It is now easy to verify that ¥K¦ºmQ  
For all m$Q

with
. Define
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let
the imprecise probability assessment
on
,
by
for all
. By Theorem 2.1, it is sufficient to show that the system of linear constraints (1) is solvable iff
has a model
with
. Observe first that defines a partition )
of the set of all
with
, where
,
for all
.
Suppose that (1) has a solution
. For each
, denote by a world in
that satisfies
*
and
. Let
be defined by
for all
and by
for
. Clearly,
is a probabilistic interpretation with
. Moreover,
all other
satisfies , and
satisfies the following for all
:

is a solution of (1). /

that ¸§¹ is g-coherent. By Theorem 3.2, for every nonempty
 ¤ Suppose
:








L


:


Oâ1HzdcMGYec·~ c c: 'iGY5·~ Ò g¾%k , thereexists
a model ØÙ of N²xOâ such that ØÙKicº
 I5`ÛkE , and thus ØÙ è `ÛkE for some 0Q>F 1 b . That is, every nonempty  â   contains a
å
conditional constraint that is tolerated under N by  â . Then  Hµç è ä  è , where
'äHX1Ý¤QR«G=Ý is tolerated under N by >2 1 
  H£1ÝêQR  3 G=Ý is tolerated
  3 
5 4 c under N å by 
M æJ 
è
where   3 HÞÖî ç è ä  H ç è¢`  è for all 5QSF
å4c
In particular, 'å>H£²îºç è ä  è is such that each Ý"Qa]å is tolerated under N by 'å . This shows that (a)
Proof of Theorem 3.3. *

and (b) hold.
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as (a) implies (b), we can assume that (b) holds. That is, suppose that, for ev ¤ Conversely,
5Qj:1E 1 æJ , each member of   is tolerated under N by   3 H    'å . That is, :for
each





GY#·~  Q:  , there is a model ØÙ of Na!3 with ØÙK#`ÛkE . Thus, for each  â HhcGYec¢·~ c c :   ,
with  â76   HI
  GY  ·~    ¾%v , denoting by  the minimum integer
U ë , there is some  è GY è ·~  è è ]Q
:


Oâ 6   tolerated under N by   3 , and then  è GY è ·~  è è  is also tolerated under N by Oâ . That is, N?SOâ
has a model Om with Omn è Û¤E and thus ØÙKic`  j5`ÛkE . Then, by Theorem 3.2, it follows that 
is g-coherent. /
:
:

Proof of Theorem 3.4. Suppose that ~   is given by ¸§¹²ÂG tight ´dG )b·~   and that ~ m 8 is the intersection
:


:


:

of all ~ â âÈ such that N&OâCG H tight ´dG )b·~ â â× for some OâeQ 'éi¸º¹ . We now show that ~  #H~ m  .
:


We first prove that ~  á~ m  . Recall that  (resp., ) is the infimum (resp., supremum) of ª subject



to all g-coherent ¸º¹ â H _N OâÒH _N x´G )'·~ ª ª ¾M . By Theorem 3.2, ¸º¹ â is g-coherent iff for
: 1 beGY5·~ Ò : g¾¤Ë â there exists a model ØÙ of N»q]
every nonempty ]ÖHöhcMGYic·~ c c:
with ØÙ c   P  `ÛkE . In particular, g-coherence of ¸º¹ â implies that for each  â â Q é ¸º¹ , there

: 1 biGYnK·~  :   ´dG )b·~ ª  ª ¾ with
is a model ØÙ of N»aRâ â5x´dG )'·~ ª ª ¾IHËN»VdcMGYic·~ ¾c c:
ØÙKic`  j5$>)'`ÛvE , or equivalently Ø$Ù¾)b`ÛkE . Recall now that m (resp.,  ) is given by the infimum
(resp., supremum) of ØÙK´dG )b subject to Ø$ÙêG HÚN&Oâ â , ØÙK¾)'`ÛvE , and Oâ â=QO'éi¸º¹ . It thus follows
ª Q~ m  8 . That is, ~  : V~ m  8 .




We next show that for every element ª QW~ m 8 , it holds that ¸§¹ â H"_N OâÒH"_N ÞI´dG )b·~ ª ª ¾M
is g-coherent. Towards a contradiction, suppose not. By Theorem 3.3, there exists an ordered partition
_ ä 1 'å= of  â such that (i) each   with 5QS1E M æ#rRFM is the set of all elements in   
'å that are tolerated under N by    V]å , and (ii) no member of 'å is tolerated under N by 'å .
Assume now that ´dG )'·~ ª ª 5Q
U ':å  . By Theorem 3.2, the g-coherence of ¸§¹ implies that Nxq]å+HPN»
:








L


dcMGYic·~ ¾c c: 1 beGY5n·~  ¾ has a:model
ØÙ with Ø$Ùic  qnK`ÛkE , and thus Ø$Ù è `ÛkE

è
è
è
è
for some 0§QSF
b . That is,  GY ·~  QR'å is tolerated under N by 'å . But this contradicts
: (ii).
 ,
It thus follows ´dG )'·~ ª ª Q'å . Assume that NI! å â H NI!'åOr¤´dG )b·~ ª ª ¾MHN% âc GY â c ·~  âc â c 
:


%â GY5â ·~ â â ¾M  has a model Ø$Ù with ØÙ¾)'HàE and  ØÙK5âc   q5â `Û :E  , and thus ØÙK5èâ `Û E for
some 0QF
b . Trivially, Ø$Ù also satisfies ´dG )'·~ ª ª  . Hence,  è â GY èâ ·~  è â èâ QR'å is tolerated under
N by 'å . But this contradicts again (ii). Thus, every model ØÙ of NI!Oå â with Ø$Ù5âc   T5â v)b`ÛkE
satisfies ØÙK¾)'`ÛvE . Hence,  å â QO'éi¸§¹S . Since ª Q~ m  , there exists a model ØÙ of N&S å â such that
ØÙG H»´dG )b·~ ª  ª  and Ø$Ù¾)b`ÛkE . That is, ´dG )b·~ ª  ª Q'å is tolerated under N by 'å . But this contradicts
again (ii). It thus follows that ¸º¹ â is g-coherent. /
Proof of Lemma 3.5. Obviously, 'éi¸º¹ is not empty, as it contains ë . Towards a contradiction, suppose
: 1 '8jGY98·~ :8 : 8¾ and CkHï âc GY âc ·~  âc : âc  1  â GY â ·~  â : â ¾
now that -8þHïhcMGYic·~ c c:
are two distinct maximal elements in 'éi¸§¹ . That is, every model ØÙ of N&S-8 (resp., N?S] ) with
ØÙKic  q9 8lI)b`ÛkE (resp., ØÙK âc   z â q)b`Û E ) satisfies ØÙ¾)b`ÛTE . Consider now any
model Ø$Ù of N?S 8 S  with ØÙ c   I 8 I â c   q â a)b`ÛkE . Clearly, Ø$Ù is a model of
 8x&)b`ÛkE or ØÙK5âc    5â !)'`ÛkE . It thus
both N?S;8 and N?S] such that either ØÙKec+   9
follows Ø$Ù¾)b`ÛkE . Hence, ;
 8P>C belongs to ]éi¸º¹S . But this contradicts ; 8 and C being two distinct
maximal elements in 'éi¸§¹S . It thus follows that 'éi¸§¹ contains a unique greatest element. /
Proof of Theorem 3.6. (a) Immediate by (b).
:
(b) Immediate by Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 3.5, since the conditions Râ=kOâ â , N?>OâeG H tight ´dG )b·~   ,

:

and N?S â â G H tight ´dG )'·~ m 8 imply ~  ]÷l~ m  . /
1 æJ . Assume that every member of   is tolerated under Nºº ")
Proof of Theorem 3.7. Let dQP1E
:
by    'å . That is, for every OGY#·~  Q  , there exists a model Ø$Ù of Nº   'åKº such
ery
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Ø ÙK¾)'RH"E and Ø$Ù#:` ÛvE . Thus, for every  â Hzdc=GYic·~ ¾c : c: 1 b#GY5n·~  : ¾%k  
]å+S  such that OGY#·~  QRâ , a model Ø$Ù of Nq Râ exists such that ØÙK¾)'ºHE and Ø$Ù#`ÛkE L,  and
thus ØÙKic+  T5k)b`ÛkE . That is, no such  â belongs to ]éi¸º¹S . By induction on 5QS1E
æJ ,
â 6 _ ä  &'åHÞ
no  â   with  7
U ë belongs: to  é ¸º¹ .
: g¾ is tolerated under NR *)+
Suppose that no member of   Hqdc=GYic·~ ¾c c:
, 'iGY5·~ Ò
by º . It thus follows that no model ØÙ of N?S satisfies ØÙKec%  T5K`Û E and ØÙK¾)'HþE . That
is, every model ØÙ of N?S  with Ø$Ùic$  V5I)b`ÛkE satisfies Ø$Ù¾)b`ÛkE . Hence,   belongs
to 'éi¸º¹ .
That is, (i) implies that every member of  é ¸º¹ is a subset of º , and (ii) implies that  is in
]éi¸º¹S . In summary,   is the unique greatest element in 'éi¸§¹S . /

Proof of Theorem 3.9. (a) Assume that ¸º¹VH»_N  is g-coherent. By Theorem 3.2, for every nonempty
CHzdcMGYic·~ ¾c : c: L beGY5·~ Ò : g¾%v , there exists a model Ø$Ù of N»a] with ØÙic  
nK`ÛkE . In particular, NP& has such a model ØÙ . That is, ¸º¹ is satisfiable.
(b) Assume that ¸§¹ÚH _N  is strongly satisfiable. That is, a model ØÙ of NxP exists such that
ØÙK``ÛvE for all GY#·~  : +Q  . Thus, for every nonempty C$HzdcMGYic·~ ¾c : c: L beGY5·~ Ò : ¾
 , a model Ø$Ù of Nk] exists with ØÙKic¡`ÛvE , and thus Ø$Ùic`  >nK`ÛkE . By Theorem 3.2, ¸§¹ is
g-coherent. /
:

Proof of Theorem 3.11. Assume ¸§¹²GÂ tight ´dG )b·~   and ¸º¹ G H tight ´dG )b·~ m 8 . By Theorem 3.6 (b), it

:


follows _N   G H tight ´dG )b·~   , where   is the unique greatest element in ]éi¸º¹S . Since   ! , it
:

thus follows ~  '÷l~ m 8 . /

that
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Proof of Theorem 4.5. Let N be a set of logical constraints. We now show that Oâ]H*%âc GYnâ c ·~¶F F


ý




8


 8â GY â8 ·~¶F F¾ tolerates GY#·~¶F F under N iff â H£8 âc ü( âc ,  8â ü" 8â  tolerates  ü" under N .
Assume first that N>O â has a model ØÙ such that ØÙjG HGY#·~¶F F and Ø$Ù#`ÛkE . Thus, there exists some

,§QACB such
that ,kG H and Ø$Ù_,`Û E . As Ø$Ù satisfies NP Oâ and OGY#·~¶F F , it follows that , is a model
ý â such that ,TG H£ . That is, ý â tolerates &ü" under N . Conversely, assume that ý â tolerates
of NP
!ü" under N . That is, there exists a model ,â of Nq ý â such that ,gâhG H* . Hence, the probabilistic
interpretation ØÙ defined by Ø$Ù_, â KH¤F and Ø$Ù_,KHaE for all other ,Q$ACB is a model of NIv â such that

ØÙVG H GY#·~¶F  F and ØÙK#KH»F , and thus Ø$Ù#`Û E . That
is, Oâ tolerates GY#·~¶F F under N . Hence,

toleration for conditional constraints of the form GY#·~¶F F coincides with toleration for defaults &ü" .
Proof of Theorem 4.4. The claim clearly holds for
. Assume now
.
*
Suppose that
is g-coherent. By Theorem 3.3 (b), there exists an ordered partition
of such that, for every
, each member of is tolerated under by
. Define now the
ranking  on
by 
for every
and
. We now show that  is admissible with
. Assume the contrary. That is, there exists some
that is under in conflict with some
<


such that 
for all
. But, is tolerated under by
, and
thus also by . This contradicts
being under in conflict with . Thus,  is admissible with
.
Suppose there exists a ranking on
that is admissible with
. Let be the cardinality of
=
. We can assume =
, where
. For every
,
define
. Thus,
,
is an ordered partition of such that, for every
>
, each
is tolerated under by
. Thus, by Theorem 3.3 (b),
is g-coherent. /

Thus, the claim is immediate by Theorems 3.3 (b) and 4.2 (b). /
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Proof of Theorem 4.9. Let
8
8
has a model
with
iff
there
exists some
such that
8
has a model
with
. Assume first that such
ex8
. Hence, there exists some
with
and
.
ists. Suppose
8
Define
by
and by
for all other
. Then,
and
. Assume next
. Thus, there exists some
with
8
and
. Define
by
and by
for all other
. Then,
and
. The converse trivially holds.
8
By Theorem 4.7,
iff
is not g-coherent for all
, which is
equivalent to
not being g-coherent for all
. By Theorem 3.2 and the above
argumentation, the latter is equivalent to
not being g-coherent. By Theorem 4.5, this
is equivalent to
being -inconsistent. By Theorem 4.6, this is now equivalent to
being a -consequence of
. /
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8dc`ü" ic  b$ü"5n
beGY5K·~¶F F¾
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,?G HÞN ,?G Hµic5  S5 dc=GYic¢·~¶F  F 
Ø$Ù>G H²N Ø$Ùic`  nK`Û E
ý
Proof of Lemma 5.2. Assume first that NTG Hq+) . Then, the statement is immediate by ée¸§¹SKHaëVH
that NqG UHI+) . Then, the statement follows from the observation that every model
'éi¸§¹ â  . Assume next
, of Nêx8dc#ü" ic  1 b$ü(n5  with ,lG Hic  V5q) satisfies ,G Ha) iff every model Ø$Ù of
NTThcMGYic·~¶F F , beGY5K·~¶F F¾ with ØÙKec'   5!)b`ÛkE satisfies Ø$Ù¾)b`ÛvE . /
Proof of Theorem 5.3. The claim follows from Theorems 3.4, 4.5, and 4.9, Lemma 5.2, and the observation
8 bü"5ndG Ha´üï) iff NTvdcMGYic·~¶F  F = 'iGY5·~¶F  F¾dG HW´dG )b·~¶F  F . /
that N?8dc`ü"ic
Proof of Theorem 5.1. The statement follows immediately from Theorems 3.2 and 4.5 and the observation
,
has a model such that
and
iff
,
that
has a model
such that
and
. /

Proof of Lemma 5.4. Immediate by Lemmata 3.5 and 5.2. /

¸º¹»ý ã
´Sü")
N ý â G HW´Sï) for
ý âMQ ý ée¸º¹S  ¤
NP  G H²´ï)
ý
¤
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¸º¹êã
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Proof of Theorem 5.6. By the proof of Theorem 4.5, toleration for conditional constraints of the form
GY#·~¶F  F coincides with toleration for defaults &ü" . Thus, the claim follows from Theorem 3.7 and
Proof of Theorem 5.5. *
Assume
-entails
. By Theorem 5.3, it follows
some
, and thus also
.
Assume
. Thus, by Theorem 5.3,
-entails
. /

Lemma 5.2. /
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